
Math818 Lecture24

March 24-zoom

Announcementsand renunders:

·Problem Set 6 due today
· Problem Set 7posted

· Class on Monday back tonamal (in person)

· on canvas,you can see your currentgrade in the class

· Coming up:anonymous feedback fam. (Canvas

· Math 125: on Inday,April28 Class is CANCELED
S

so you can attendthe Math 125events!



theom(Fondan canonical farm) I fold At Mn(F)

Assumethe characteristic polynomial co A factors completelyintomean factors
thereisan invertible matux PtMn(F) st

↓
smclan to

xAp =fa(a)... Ze,(ru)I ~ A

each rittis a lotof, lix1
x-rr, ..., ces-rn) are theelementarydissons ofV=(v =F")
and the Jordan canonical form for A is unique up to order oftheblocks

Ais dogalizable ifthese exists Pst PAP" isdiagonal

v EV isdiagonalizable ifIt] isdiagonal for some basisis

theom vEmean transformation dump(v) =n<
TFAE:

① I isdiagonalizable
② A has a JCF, and itis diagonal
③t has a ICF and theelementary divisors oneall ofthe form a-r
④Each invanant factoris a productofdistinctmean forms
⑤the menumal polynomial oft is a product ofdistinct lenfame.

Roof ① because ICFare unique
② 18 by defintion ofICF

having a FCF => envanant factorsfactorcompletely
elementary diseas come from invenant factor

3 =4gi =(x-r)...(x-rn) =elementary dirnou x-r:
m =bem (in factor)reem (elementary durors
④S



⑭E5every inverantfactordiades by

g, 1 ... 19k=m
-

infactors

in distinctlinean factors to every gi

Remark A and B matures withICFs

Aand Ban similar ES ICF(A) =CCF (B)

(A =pBp*)
Sincla

↓

Moreover, ifA vB, then

A has a ICFBhas a ICF.



Newpter:

Factsfrom 877:

subfeld:F is a subfold of L
↓

Afeldextension FEL isan induson of folds Finside L.

te Given a full extension FCL, is a vectorspace over Ivia

a.=a8 atF veL
E S

productin L

tion FCL or L/F(LF)

thedegree ofFCC is[L:F):=dumq (H).

Afold extension isfateifthe degree isfrate.

:R1k =2a+bia,b =(R2 basis 2! i2

[D:R] =2.



Ex: [R:G) =0

Ifeed, PGFIx] meducible, degp,2
=>1=FIx]/(p) isa fold.

thm F feed, PGFIx] meducible degp,2
1=F[x]/(p)

(1) F -L isan inclusion.

aia +(p) offolds

(2) [2: F) =deg (p)

(3) i =x +(p) -) is a rootofPeL[x]

of FIL, otL

F(x) ==smallestsubfold ofcontaining x, F

F(x) = ME
Efuld
FIEL
at E


